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  FIONA TUOHY            
Writer 

 
Following a successful career as a finance professional in the TV and Film Industry, Fiona is 
now a scriptwriter of original stories, that capitalize on Irish humour, with international 
appeal.  
 
In 2020, Fiona’s feature THE MOUNT, was selected for Screen Ireland Spotlight emerging 
talent scheme, where she was mentored by screenwriter Mark O' Halloran and Fiona’s TV 
pilot "Celebrity Stalker" was shortlisted for the C21 competition. Recently, Fiona was 
selected to participate in Wexford Screen course and is currently being mentored by Yvonne 
Donohoe from Blinder Films. 

 
Projects 
 
THE MOUNT  Feature (Horror Comedy)  
 Selected for Screen Ireland’s “Spotlight Emerging Talent”  
 
When a village conspires to frighten off the American beneficiary of the village’s stately 
home, they get more than they bargain for when they awaken the three-hundred-year-old 
malevolent spirit of the house’s original owner. 
 
CELEBRITY STALKER TV 6x30” (Rom-Com) 
 Shortlisted for the C21 2020 Competition 
 

After a car accident, an Irish woman is shocked to discover she is being visited by the 
gorgeous subconscious manifestation of her favourite celebrity – there is only one problem, 
she is the only one who can see or hear him. 
 
LOAN OUT TV Anthology 6 x 30” (Black Comedy) 
 
In the not-too-distant future a new technology called “LOAN OUT” has been developed, that 
allows the download of one person’s mind into another person’s body and vice versa.  The 
series follow multiple characters trying out the new technology. 
 
 
FLUX TV 8 x 60” (Sci-fi) 
 Quarter finalist for Screencraft Pilot Launch 
 
When time travel technology wreaks havoc on Earth’s true timeline, the last surviving 
humans must come together and battle the past, in order to save the future. 
 
LITTLE GREEN MEN TV Anthology 1 x 60” (Black Comedy) 
 In development with Screen Wexford  
 
When a burnt our reporter returns to her hometown for a much needed rest, she is shocked 
to discover a sinister plot by an extreme feminist group to wipe out every man on the planet. 
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THE SURGEON’S WIFE      TV 6 x 60” (Murder Mystery)  
 
When the son of Ireland’s most prominent family – The Butlers – is accused of murdering his 
wife, Detective Garda Sean Ryan and Detective Garda Lil O’Neil, must stave off mounting 
local and political pressure to get to the devastating truth. 
 
BOO TV 6 x 60” (Young Adult Drama)  
 
In a dystopian future, a virus has rendered the entire planet blind and society has had to 
adapt to survive, however when a teenage girl suddenly regains her sight, her and her family 
are plunged into danger. 
 
MIKE TOWN TV (Young Adult Comedy)  
 
A lonely social media obsessed man must fight his addiction in order to find a snapchat filter 
free girlfriend - love means never having to explain you Facebook Likes. 
 
LOOK THROUGH TV (Drama) 
 
When her sister disappears, a woman is forced to reveal their telepathic connection to try 
and save her from Scotland’s most dangerous criminal.  
 
LILLY AND LOLLY TV (Dramedy) 
 
Set in the early 1900s, “Lily and Lolly” is a tongue in cheek six part, potentially recurring, TV 
drama exploring WB Yeats’ sisters Lily and Lolly and their role as two of literature’s most 
important patrons as the co founders of the first press run by women. 
 
WASTED  TV (Black Comedy) 
 
A functioning alcoholic, with an ex-supermodel mother, must choose between vodka and 
love when an OCD colleague falls for her. 
 


